Holiday Newsletter
Letter From The Executive Director…
I hope this letter finds you safe and well during this time of uncertainty. Like all of the staff,
volunteers, interns and animals here at the Sanctuary, I’m sure you find every day brings new
challenges related to the pandemic and the many restrictions that continue to affect our daily
lives.
Here at the Sanctuary, we are trying to cope with many of the shortfalls that exist in relation to
the pandemic. Everything from transportation and deliveries to food sources and volunteer
help have been effected.
Although our staff has been working extremely hard to care for the animals, they continue to
experience challenges on a daily basis due to Coronavirus related shortfalls. Of course, there
isn’t much that can be done other than continuing to find ways to circumnavigate roadblocks
and look for more reliable sources.
The good news is, the Sanctuary is running well with the staff, interns and volunteers that are
here, and we are extremely thankful for everyone’s support through this indeterminate time.
With luck, we hope to see a much brighter future with many of the internal changes that have
been going on.
As most of you know, we have new management in place with the Wild Animal Sanctuary in
Colorado having taken over. My duties there (in Colorado) are incredibly complex and
demanding, but I have also dedicated much of my time toward overseeing the operations at
this facility as well.
Many of you may already know David, Michelle, Phoebe, Tanner, Lisa and Mickie, which make
up the key animal care and operations staff, but you may not have had the opportunity to meet
some of the volunteers and interns that work shoulder-to-shoulder with these amazing people.

Most, if not all, are featured on our social media pages throughout the year, so we encourage
you to visit our various pages and read some of the posts that highlight the wonderful work
they are doing. We are extremely grateful for their hard work and selfless dedication to the
animals.
Thankfully, after an initial decline in attendance earlier this year (due to fear and restricted
travel) we are now back to full capacity within our intern program. Every three months we
have a whole new batch of interns arriving, Which is true right now, as the last group that was
here for the previous three months just completed their rotation.
As we thank them and say goodbye, we cannot help but feel humbled by their generous
devotion to the animals. Each of them not only fought to get here during a major Coronavirus
outbreak, but also found a way to remain focused and learn everything they needed to know
and understand about our animals’ needs and highly specialized care.
Going forward, we have high hopes for our newest flock of interns, and look forward to
spending the next three months teaching them everything we know about captive wildlife care.
We are also looking forward to working together and bonding as a unified team in order to
continue making this Sanctuary the very best it can be!
I would also like to take a minute to thank each of you, our supporters, for caring enough to
help as well. There is no adequate way to express how grateful we are for your support, as we
would not be here or be able to do anything to help save these animals without receiving your
kind and generous donations.
With more than 70 precious lives at stake, we know just how critical your help is, and we are
reminded of it daily as we feed, water and care for every single animal. They trust that we will
have enough food, water and medicine to keep them safe and comfortable, and yet, they have
no idea that we can only provide them with what we can afford.
That’s why I am asking you to continue helping us with a donation for the animals. Working
together, we can truly make a difference in their lives and provide them with love, affection and
the proper care they have always deserved.
Thank you for investing in their wellbeing and for also wanting to see our Sanctuary continue
providing them with the excellent care they deserve. I am extremely grateful for this
opportunity to work with you and my amazing team here at the Sanctuary, as I know our
symbiotic partnership will help us through these trying times.
With COVID-19 continuing to disrupt and divert both our supplies and support, I can only hope
this holiday season will bring a change for the better. Of course, I am truly thankful for
everything we do have, and I wish with all my heart that you are your family will also have a
wonderful holiday season.
Thank you for caring, and thank you for giving your love and support to the animals!
Most Gratefully,

Casey Craig
Executive Director
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Letter from the Director of Operations
Greeting All,
My name is David Sygrove and I am the new Director of Operations here at the Sanctuary.
In this newsletter, you will hopefully get to know our staff and interns through their words and
deeds. As some of you know many changes have been happening at the Sanctuary. We have a new
Board, new Directors, a few new keepers (some old), new operations staff, and new office staff, all
of whom I wish to introduce in this newsletter.
We have projects being completed all over the Sanctuary. A new culvert in bear habitats to better
handle rain water; new concrete block house for our jaguar; pool pumps that supply the water
features in the habitats have been fixed, replaced and in some cases updated. We have a focus on
cleaning up the Sanctuary, removing scrap metal piles and burn piles that no longer are needed.
These are a few of the examples from the operations side.
From the animal care side we witnessed an unprecedented amount of enrichment projects being
completed by our Keepers and Interns. Our coatis have a new bridge and multi-tier bed system.
Many of the animals received new fire hose beds, hammocks, or Hides. A new brush system was
put into place for some of our black bears, to help with grooming. New enrichment games were
built for our lemurs. This list is just a few of the accomplishments of our teams in 2020.
With all these changes and growth, we are keenly aware of the importance of our Sanctuary family.
Without the dedicated Volunteers and Active Supporters, our mission to provide for the animals
would be over. I would like to take a moment to say Thank You. It is my fervent hope that we can
increase the awareness of the Sanctuary and its role in taking care of these beautiful souls. So
please take time to share this newsletter with family and friends. You never know whose heart you
might touch in helping to support this sanctuary and its residents. It is only through the generosity
and compassion of our Active Supporters that we can manage the growth and sustainability of the
Sanctuary. It is only through the hard work of our volunteers that we can manage the mountain of
daily chores.
A special thanks to Pat and Casey Craig of The Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado. It has been this
Father and Son team that brought us into their network of sanctuaries, while allowing us to remain
independent. They have worked tirelessly to help guide us, while sharing their wealth of knowledge
and experience with us. This has helped reshape the way we do things here at the Sanctuary by
allowing us to be more efficient and productive with our time. While better serving the animal
residents in our care, Pat has been instrumental in the rebranding of the sanctuary by providing us
with a clearer path into the future. Thank you gentlemen.
As you can see there is a lot to be thankful for here. I look forward to sharing these changes with
you throughout the rest of this newsletter. We are grateful for your contribution that leads to the
success of the facility. Without you and your continued support, our work would not be able to
continue.
Sincerely,

David Sygrove

Staff and Board Introductions

In May of this year, The Wild Animal Sanctuary – Texas welcomed a variety of changes,
including new staff and a new Board of Directors.

We would like to first introduce our new Board Chairman, Pat Craig.
Pat is the founder of The Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado and has
been rescuing and participating in sanctuary work of large carnivores
for the last 40 years. We are excited to utilize his knowledge in
animal behavior, large carnivore transportation, enclosure design,
and sanctuary development.
Pat Craig

Our new Executive Director, Casey Craig, has 25+ years of
experience in sanctuary operations and management, as well as
habitat design and construction.

Casey Craig

Also in need of an introduction is our new Director of Operations,
David Sygrove. David has been a team member at our facility for the
last three years as our lead of maintenance staff. He is a master
welder, artist, and proud pug Dad.
David Sygrove

Fall 2020 Interns

The rest of the staff at TWAS-Texas includes four keepers, two
maintenance staff, one office staff, one veterinary technician, several
amazing volunteers, and eight lovely interns! This team works
together to not only provide the best quality of life to all of the
animals at our facility, but also to educate the public on issues that
result in these animals coming to the sanctuary in the first place.
With all of our team – old and new – we hope to further our goals of
giving the best care possible to the animals that call this sanctuary
home.

COVID Updates

2020 has come with many changes and most notably for us, COVID-19. COVID-19 has
greatly affected everyone, the Sanctuary included. The way that we can receive
produce, donations, and our traditional funding has also been affected. For our day-today, our staff members and anyone who is working near animals or their food, are
required to wear masks and gloves to reduce the risk of spreading the coronavirus. We
know this is a tough time for many financially and emotionally; however, we graciously
ask that everyone who has supported us in the past, as well as members who support us
now in any way they can, are inspired to keep participating in the important work of
creating a wonderful home for our permanent residents. I think we all know that when
we come out the other side of this challenge we will be stronger, safer, and excited for
the future to come.

Kodi, one of our white-nosed coatimundis

General Updates
New Toys for Produce Donations
Sorting through our produce donations has become more efficient than ever thanks to our new
Board. We purchased 2 large fans with an evaporative cooling system for interns and staff to
use during the hot summer days while sorting produce. When these fans are not in use for
produce, they can be given to the animals to help them keep cool along with their mister
systems. We now also have a large, walk-in freezer unit that allows us to store any additional
produce that will not fit in our refrigerator. This helps us keep donations for even longer! The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado (TWAS) was kind enough to send one of their large box
trucks to allow us to properly transfer our produce donations inside a controlled space. This has
allowed our produce to stay safe from the sun, rain, and many other environmental factors,
which our previous flatbed trailer was unable to do.

Bear diets in our produce fridge

Thank you TWAS for letting us borrow a large box
truck to transport produce donations!

Interns sorting produce

New Excavator

Director David using the excavator

We were able to purchase a new Excavator
this year which will make building and
repairing habitats quicker and more
efficient. It will also help us with big
projects. Remember that monstrous debris
pile that could be seen on Google Maps or
even driving down HWY 114? Well not
anymore! Thanks to the Excavator this
eyesore is gone forever and we are
renovating its past location for a possible
future habitat!

New Houses
Despite the devastation from COVID, we have had
a lot of positive things happen this year. One of our
goals last year was to increase our safety standards
even higher by increasing our emergency
preparation. We completed a new house for our
jaguar, Wiki. This new house will be able to
withstand any natural disaster that comes through
our area and provide a safe and stable structure for
Wiki to be locked into in case of an emergency.

Wiki enjoying a pumpkin with meat inside

Intern Projects

We are always trying to complete new projects at our facility. One way that we get
this done is through our Intern Program. Interns are given the opportunity to
complete an intern project while they are here and most have taken this chance to
build fun toys and new additions to some of our animal resident’s habitats. Here are
only a few of the projects completed this year.

Nahla with her new fire hose bed

Odin with his new scratching post
https://www.facebook.com/169603019738879/videos

Olive on her new
hammock-hide

Mindy using her new fire hose bridge

Animal Updates
Nahla came to TWAS-Texas as a cub after she was found roaming around the streets
with a leash in Conroe, Texas after a flood. She was taken by Conroe Animal control and was
checked by vets to make sure she was healthy. She was then housed at the Conroe Animal
shelter until she was able to be transferred here. Today, Nahla is living her best life here at the
Sanctuary. She enjoys her enclosure which contains a pool for her to swim in and toys to play
with. She remains a super hyperactive cat who loves receiving attention from others and being
everyone’s favorite.
https://www.facebook.com/twastexas/videos/440829149890080/

Spearmint was one of the lucky animals that came to us after the rescue of many bears from
the Chief Saunooke Bear Park in Sylva, North Carolina. The bear park was essentially multiple
bear pits with animals in concrete holes that would be fed by tourists. After an undercover
operation and the help of numerous people and organizations, the park was thankfully shut
down and Spearmint and the other bears came to reside here permanently. Spearmint now
lives in a 1.5 acre yard with ample grass, trees, and foliage for the excited young man to
explore. His favorite treat in the world is when he receives a fresh salmon from one of our
volunteers. Spearmint’s winter coat and physique is one that could put some of our other
bears to shame.
https://www.facebook.com/twastexas/videos/2286900908285812/

What is AZA and What is Our Role?
AZA stands for the Association for Zoos and Aquariums. It is a non-profit dedicated to the
advancement of zoos and aquariums in the areas of conservation, education, science, and
recreation. The local zoo or aquarium at the closest large city to you is likely accredited by the
AZA, but fewer than 10% of the total animal exhibitors in the U.S. are! Did you know that
TWAS-Texas was the first sanctuary of its kind in the United States to be AZA-certified? A
certification means that we uphold the highest standards of animal care, but do not offer the
same public opportunities that accredited zoo facilities do since our goal is to maintain a safe
and relaxing atmosphere for our animal residents. We are also one of only three sanctuary
facilities that are currently certified. This is something we are incredibly proud of, because it
means we have been approved by the foremost experts in excellent animal care.
A very important part of being AZA-accredited or certified is by participating in conservation
efforts such as having endangered animals participate in an SSP, or Species Survival Plan. This
involves having two unrelated, captive, endangered animals reproduce that are very genetically
diverse and fit enough to help the species survive in the far future. A reason why SSPs are so
important in zoos is that those genetically diverse animals can have a direct contribution to
efforts to help wild populations of the species. Young that are sired over the years can be
included in reintroduction programs, and diversified genetics greatly help individual animals
survive in the wild and to lessen the impact of overlapping genes. Over many decades, several
endangered animals have participated and have extended records filled with known family
histories. So how does TWAS-Texas participate? As you know, here at TWAS-Texas we are the
forever home to several tigers. What you may not know is that all of them are known as
“generic tigers.” Since many came to us from private owners or abusive and neglectful
situations, we do not have records of their genetics: parents, grandparents, and so on. As of
2020, TWAS-Texas alone is home to over 25% of all the generic tigers homed in AZA facilities!
Instead of a zoo taking in a tiger that could be genetically harmful to the species, that animal
can come to us for their forever home instead!

TWAS - Texas (25%)

Active Supporter Program
Want to be a part of something amazing?

Join our Active Supporter Program!
Join us in helping provide these beautiful creatures with the best life possible and become one
of the exclusive patrons who get to tour the sanctuary.
When someone donates more than $200 within a 12-month period, they are eligible to become
Active Supporters. Payment Plan options are available.
As TWAS-TX is not open to the public on a regular basis, the only way for you to join us in
viewing the animals is to assist us as a donor. We rely on your compassion and support to
continue our top-notch care for the animals- that includes building spacious habitats, sourcing
fun, new toys, and filling their bellies with a nutritious diet. All of it would be impossible
without our charitable friends and family.

Rasul

In honor of your support, we would absolutely love for you to see how your donations are put
to use! Active Supporter privileges include:
·

Visiting the Sanctuary up to 5 times a year

·

Bringing 3 guests to visit for free

·

Receiving a guided tour from the people who work with the animals every day

Donate to a good cause, grab some friends, and join us for a two hour guided walking
experience!

Future Goals

Increased fundraisers
We are looking forward to creating fun new events to see more new faces out here at the
Sanctuary. This will include hosting new and exciting fundraisers to connect with our animalloving community. Sharing in the fun generates critically important income for the Sanctuary to
continue on its mission and further protect these vulnerable exotic species.
AZA Recertification
One of only 15 facilities certified by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums, we take great pride
in the quality of care with which we provide Sanctuary residents. With recertification occurring
once every five years, we are gearing up again to show ‘em what we’re made of! In order to
uphold the model of modern zoological practice, we strive to go beyond the basic tenets of
minimum habitat size and enrichment features by engaging directly with you, our supporters.
Presently, we wish to do some much needed upgrades to the signs and educational facilities
around TWAS- TX. Proper signage that accurately reflects our facility and teaches guests about
our mission is an often overlooked necessity for the continuation of our AZA certification.
Replacing utility vehicles
Our sanctuary sprawls across 41 acres of sloped terrain. As such, a simple walk from one side to
the other takes considerable time and effort. Our small but hard-working team of utility
vehicles, however, play a tremendous role in easing the work. This year we aim to complete
some much needed repair and replacement of the Sanctuary’s real MVPs.
Upgrade Dorm & Gift Shop
Our Gift Shop is in desperate need of a makeover. Next year we would like to start work on
renovations that would transform our familiar little meet & greet spot into a full-blown
Welcome Center. Similarly, the Meadows Dormitory that has been a faithful home to our many
interns could use some TLC. Both buildings are the first point of contact for many Sanctuarygoers, so we take care and pride in making a good first impression!

What Can You Do?
Here at TWAS-Texas, while running a sanctuary is a very rewarding profession, it can also be
quite costly as all of our funds and efforts go directly towards our animals. The three major
costs throughout the year lie heavily upon veterinary maintenance, food, and utilities. We
maintain a vet and veterinary technician who care for our animals dearly and help with yearly
testing and any age-related issues that may come up. Our food is also a major cost as feeding a
sanctuary like ours calls for an extreme amount of food on the daily. Our cats and wolves
consume on average about 195 lbs. of meat at a cost of $1/pound every day. Additionally, our
31 bears consume roughly 150 lbs. of meat, and well over 250 lbs. of produce daily. We are
very grateful for all donations from our supporters as costs add up very quickly. Wondering how
you could help us? https://www.wildanimalsanctuarytexas.org/take-action

Recurring Donations
As a nonprofit, regular donations provide us with a stable revenue which helps us during the
ups and downs that often occur in the nonprofit world. Any donation size is of great help. When
coming from multiple people, as little as $10 can greatly help us feed our animals! Just a small
amount can make a huge difference: https://www.wildanimalsanctuarytexas.org/donate

Volunteer
Volunteers are greatly appreciated and a driving force behind our daily activities! Our volunteer
program offers the opportunity to come and personally help us care for the animals and the
Sanctuary. Volunteers help with everything from maintenance, landscaping, cleaning and
enrichment to fundraising and more! If you are interested in becoming a volunteer, please
email us at volunteers@wildanimalsanctuarytexas.org and visit our website to download our
volunteer application: www.wildanimalsanctuarytexas.org/volunteers.

Chewy.com
We're excited to partner with Chewy in lending a paw in animal
welfare. Your first purchase at Chewy.com will help raise funds
for the animals we care for year round! You can also help the
animals by viewing and sharing our wish list! Sign up through
this link and we will receive $15 for every first time purchase:
https://prf.hn/click/camref:1100lfhzR.
Jewel using a feeder toy from Chewy

Third-Party Contributions
There are several ways that you can donate with no additional cost to you!
AmazonSmile is a great way to get involved all year round. Through their SMILES
Program, Amazon now gives a donation to the Sanctuary any time you shop using
the link below. When you choose your non-profit organization, we are listed
under The International Exotic Feline Sanctuary. You can find that link here:
AmazonSmile: You shop. Amazon gives.
Kroger will also donate a percentage of your purchase. You can go to Kroger
Community Rewards sign in or create a new account, click “edit” under
“community rewards,” find us by searching “International Exotic Animal
Sanctuary” or by ID number TT479, and “save” to complete your enrollment.
Tom Thumb will also donate a portion of your purchase to the Sanctuary.
You can enroll by going to Customer Service and ask them to add our
organization to your Tom Thumb Reward Card. Our ID is 2074.

Adopt an Animal
This program is a wonderful way to get involved! Your gift helps ensure the best food, care, and
veterinary services that we have to offer and it helps us to continue to give the animals a life
filled with the dignity and respect they so deserve. We have three levels of support that can
have major contributions, but any way you can get involved would be greatly appreciated. You
can find all about our Adopt an Animal program, sign up for a contribution, and more here:
https://www.wildanimalsanctuary.org/adopt-an-animal-1.

Follow Us on Social Media

https://www.facebook.com/twastexas/

https://twitter.com/twastexas

https://www.instagram.com/twastexas/

Donor Thank You
We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to all those who contributed to The Wild Animal
Sanctuary – Texas this year. Your monetary donations go toward habitat maintenance, utilities
and general upkeep, enrichment items, nourishing food for the animals, and so much more.
Because of your support we are able to provide happy, healthy lives for our animals!
A special thanks to all of our Active Supporters and to the following supporters:
Brookshire’s

Chewy.com

Costco

Grizzly Pet Products

The Franklin Philanthropic Foundation

Ranger Plant Construction

Lowe’s Marketplace

Walmart

Donald Slavik Foundation

Schwab Charitable

Priddy Foundation

Pawful Design

Thank you for your contributions!

We wish you and your family a very happy and
healthy Holiday Season!

Left to Right: Akbar, Kumar, Arusha

https://www.facebook.com/twaste
xas/videos/1230673257129559/

